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CONVERGENCE OF BIG DATA ANALYSIS, HPC AND APPLICATIONS

• Data production is faster than compute capabilities
• Need of extreme scale systems for data-intensive analytics
• Classical simulations are no more the main HPC applications
• Prediction of any kind of events become important requiring more intelligent

applications
• The methodology is often based on linear algebra tools
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The Fourth Science Paradigm: Data-Intensive Scientific 
Discovery, Tony Hey, Stewart Tansley, Kristin Tolle, 
Published by Microsoft Research, Oct. 2009, ISBN: 978-0-
9825442-0-4

The objective of the workshop is in this context and more specifically 
to take advantage of combining HPC and data science for proposing
extreme scale intelligent applications  
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Since more that 13 years 
several research teams from 
France, Japan and Germany work together on GRID/P2P computing, 
Data, HPC, Linear Algebra Applications,…..
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Japanese-French 
collaboration
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obsolete. To manage these ultra large-scale parallel 
systems, we require new adaptive runtime systems, 
allowing to manage huge distributed data, minimizing the 
energy consumption, and with fault resilient properties. 
These criteria should be integrated to propose future 
systems for post-petascale computing. Moreover, 
accelerating technology, based actually on GPGPU and 
many-core processors, is a crucial domain for post 
petascale computing. They are the lower level of the 
computing process associated with multithreading 
techniques, and their efficient programming in these large 
scale systems is an important challenge. New scientific 
methods and algorithms for these systems will have to be 
introduced. The different programming levels (from clusters 
of processors loosely connected to tightly connected many-
core processors and/or accelerators) will generate new 
difficult algorithm issues. Language, framework and 
runtime systems should be defined, experimented and 
evaluated with respect to modern state-of-art scientific 
methods. Benchmarks and libraries adapted to the Post-
petascale systems will have to be proposed. 

Then, many issues related to the emergence of Post 
petascale computing are all linked together. The overall 
structure of the FP3C project represents a vertical stack 
from a high level language for end users to low level 
architecture considerations, in addition to more horizontal 
runtime system researches. Due to the no-dissociable 
dependences between these issues, it is very important to 
handle all issues in the same research project. The 
complementarities and the past collaborations of the 
involved Japanese and French partners make it possible. 

The approach of the project is to first develop researches 
on each of the described topics during the first year, to 
propose some new solutions adapted to the global project. 
The interfaces between all the different topics of the project 
will be studied and specified during the first 6 months of the 
project. The second year will permit to integrate several of 
the proposed solution and to begin to program using the 
proposed language and programming frameworks. The 
targeted systems will be existing platforms available in 
France and Japan. Programming models and APIs will be 
proposed as benchmarks and methods to evaluate each 
part of the project. The last year, integration of the 
different software, systems and tools will be proposed. 
Packaging of some libraries and benchmarks will be 
developed. Researches will focus on the relationship 
between different topics and how they may contribute to 
ameliorate the global post-petascale programming solution, 
which will be presented at the end of the project with 
tutorial and demos. 

 



BIG DATA ANALYSIS & HPC
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ANR-JST
FP3C

44 permanent researchers
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<TASK 2> <TASK 3> <TASK 4>

<TASK 5> <TASK 6>

<TASK 1>

<TASK 7>

NODE NODE NODE

NODE NODE NODE

for(i=0;i<n;i++){
for(j=0;j<n;j++){

tmp[i][j]=0.0;
#pragma xmp loop (k) on t(k)

for(k=0;k<n;k++){
tmp[i][j]+=(m1[i][k]*m2[k][j]);

}}}
#pragma xmp reduction (+:tmp)

Each task is a parallel program over several nodes.
XMP language can be used to descript parallel program easily!

YML provides a workflow programming 
environment  and high level graph description 
language called YvetteML

OpenMP
GPGPU

etc... 

N dimension graphs available

StarPu on 
each processor

On T2K, and on several computers in Japan and France for YML-XMP

Multi-Level Parallelism 
Integration: YML-XMP-StarPU



Several financial supports : 

• INRIA international team
• CNRS-JST (Michel’s talk?)
• ANR-JST.
• JFLI (CNRS long term visits)
• French-Japanese college
• Others fellowships
• CEA/RIKEN (Sato & Boillod,’s talk)
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MOU between AICS-RIKEN and CNRS

Since 4 years : German-Japanese-French collaborations on HPC :
some projects supported by DFG, JST and ANR

Several SPPEXA workshops in France (Versailles, Saclay), Germany (Aachen) and Japan  (Tokyo)

The first German-Japanese-French workshop 3 years ago in the French Embassy demonstrates
how it is important and successful to develop these collaborations

The second in Germain Embassy consolidated this collaboration and this one would propose future 
collaborations to develop extrem intelligent applications

MOU between RIKEN and Maison de la Simulation / University of  Paris Saclay
MOU between RIKEN and CRISTAL Laboratory / University of Lille

S. Maximilien & G.Barraud’s talk



SPPEXA WORKSHOPS (TSUKUBA, VERSAILLES, AACHEN, VERSAILLES)
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Quartl 2/2017

French-German-Japanese Exascale Events in Tokyo

In April, two important events to foster the trilateral collaboration on
exascale computing between France, Germany, and Japan took place in
Tokyo.

On April 5, the French embassy in Tokyo hosted the first French-German-
Japanese workshop on ”Programming and Computing for Exascale and
Beyond” 9. A little bit more than 50 people joined the event, including the
scientific attaché of the German embassy and a representative of MEXT, the
Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology.
The reception in the evening was opened by the Ambassador of France in
Japan and was further joined by representatives of the national research
agencies of all three partners. The whole event was a success in raising
political awareness that future HPC challenges have to be tackled on a multi-
national level. To further follow this path, the German embassy in Tokyo
offered to host a similar event in the near future.

Figure 1: Participants of the SPPEXA workshop on ”Parallel Programming
Models – Productivity and Applications” in Tokyo

9http://hpc.science-japon.org
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MYX, ESSEX-II, DASH

Hans-Joachim Bungartz’s talk



FP3C AND MYX EXAMPLES

Within FP3C:
Multi-level programing by a combination of  
• graph of tasks dependencies of applications (YML, …), 
• PGAS model for coarse tasks (XMP, …), 
• Scheduling policies (StarPU, …), 
• Communications optimization with U&C methods (M/IRAM, 

Mlanczos, …)
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Within MYX:
• Application of MUST on YML, YML+XMP, …

YML/XMP/StarP/MPI/…

YML/XMP/MPI/MUST/…

Researches on HPC System Architecture/Middelware, Library and 
Framework Software, Extreme Scale Linear Algebra Computing
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The tools and cultures of HPC and big data analytics diverged, to the detriment of both; 
unification is essential to address a spectrum of major research domains.
Exascale Computing and Big Data, D. A. Reed and J. Dongarra in Communication of the ACM, July 2015, Vol 58, N°7.

BIG DATA ANALYSIS & HPC EVOLUTIONS
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contributed articles

puting and data-analysis systems, 
along with a host of new design chal-
lenges at massive scale, are raising 
new questions about advanced com-
puting research investment priorities, 
design, and procurement models, as 
well as global collaboration and com-
petition. This article examines some 
of these technical challenges, the 
interdependence of computational 
modeling and data analytics, and the 
global ecosystem and competition for 
leadership in advanced computing. 
We begin with a primer on the history 
of advanced computing. 

Advanced Computing Ecosystems 
By definition, an advanced computing 
system embodies the hardware, soft-
ware, and algorithms needed to deliver 
the very highest capability at any given 
time. As in Figure 1, the computing 
and data analytics ecosystems share 
some attributes, notably reliance on 
open source software and the x86 hard-
ware ecosystem. However, they differ 
markedly in their foci and technical 
approaches. As scientific research in-
creasingly depends on both high-speed 

verse as planetary system formation, 
stellar dynamics, black hole behavior, 
galactic formation, and the interplay 
of baryonic and putative dark matter, 
have provided new insights into theo-
ries and complemented experimental 
data. Sophisticated climate models 
that capture the effects of greenhouse 
gases, deforestation, and other plan-
etary changes have been key to under-
standing the effects of human behavior 
on the weather and climate change. 

Computational science and engi-
neering also enable multidisciplinary 
design and optimization, reducing 
prototyping time and costs. Advanced 
simulation has enabled Cummins to 
build better diesel engines faster and 
less expensively, Goodyear to design 
safer tires much more quickly, Boeing 
to build more fuel-efficient aircraft, 
and Procter & Gamble to create better 
materials for home products. 

Similarly, “big data,” machine 
learning, and predictive data analytics 
have been hailed as the fourth para-
digm of science,12 allowing researchers 
to extract insights from both scientific 
instruments and computational simu-

lations. Machine learning has yielded 
new insights into health risks and the 
spread of disease via analysis of social 
networks, Web-search queries, and 
hospital data. It is also key to event 
identification and correlation in do-
mains as diverse as high-energy phys-
ics and molecular biology. 

As with successive generations of 
other large-scale scientific instru-
ments, each new generation of ad-
vanced computing brings new capa-
bilities, along with technical design 
challenges and economic trade-offs. 
Broadly speaking, data-generation ca-
pabilities in most science domains are 
growing more rapidly than compute 
capabilities, causing these domains 
to become data-intensive.23 High-
performance computers and big-data 
systems are tied inextricably to the 
broader computing ecosystem and its 
designs and markets. They also sup-
port national-security needs and eco-
nomic competitiveness in ways that 
distinguish them from most other sci-
entific instruments. 

This “dual use” model, together 
with the rising cost of ever-larger com-

Figure 1. Data analytics and computing ecosystem compared. 
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Z. Liu, N. Emad, S. Ben Amor, M. Lamure. PageRank Computation Using a Multiple Implicitly Restarted Arnoldi
Method for Modeling Epidemic Spread. International Journal of Parallel Programming, 43(6) :1028–1053, 2015. 

BIG DATA FLU EPIDEMIC
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Stochastic simulation (Eigenvalue Decomposition of transition matrix)

HIGH PERFORMANCE SPARSE

EIGENVALUE DECOMPOSITION



BIG DATA APPLICATION: GAMMA RAY DETECTION
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Gamma Rays
90% : Protons
10% : heavy kernels
1% : electrons
0.1% : gamma



BIG DATA APPLICATION: GAMMA RAY DETECTION
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108• Polynomial data compression for large-scale physics experiments. P. Aubert, T. Vuillaume, G. Maurin, J. Jacquemier, G. Lamanna, and N.
Emad. CoRR, abs/1805.01844, 2018.
• High Performance Computing algorithms for Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes. T. Vuillaume, P. Aubert, G. Maurin, J.

Jacquemier, G. Lamanna, and N. Emad. Proceeding of Science, ICRC2017-771, 2017.
• Data Analysis with SVD for Physical Expriments, Application to the Cherenkov Telescope Array. P. Aubert, T. Vuillaume, F. Gaté, G. Maurin,

J. Jacquemier, N. Emad, and G. Lamanna. In the Proceedings of SIAM PPSC

HIGH PERFORMANCE SVD

Jean-Pierre Vilotte’s talk, IPG of Paris
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SPECTRAL MODULARITY MAXIMIZATION 
Spectral Modularity maximization                                  Ground truth 

 

84% hit rate 

 

BIG DATA APPLICATION : CLUSTERING PROBLEM
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A. Fender, N. Emad, S. Petiton, M. Naumov, Parallel Modularity Clustering, Procedia Computer 
Science, Volume 108, 2017, Pages 1793-1802



ALGORITHM:
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Parallel Modularity Clustering A. Fender, N. Emad, S. Petiton and M. Naumov
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with elements of U constrained to be in set C = {0, 1}.

Notice that ultimately we are interested in finding the cluster assignment c that achieves
the maximum modularity

max
c

Q =
1

2!
max
U2C

Tr(UTBU) (8)

The exact solution to the modularity maximization problem stated in (8) is NP-complete
[5]. However, we can find an approximation by relaxing the requirement that elements of matrix
U take discrete values [12, 13].

Notice that UTU = D, where D = [dk,k] is a p⇥p diagonal matrix with elements dk,k = |Sk|.
Then, introducing auxiliary matrix eU = UD�1/2 2 Rn⇥p, we can start by looking for

max
eUT eU=I

Tr(eUTB eU) (9)

Notice that by the Courant-Fischer theorem [9] this maximum is achieved by the largest
eigenpairs of the modularity matrix. Now, we still need to convert the real values obtained in
(9) back into the discrete assignment into clusters.

Since we are working in multiple dimensions, it is natural to use the distance between points
as a metric of how to group them. In this case, if we interpret each row of the matrix U as a
point in a p-dimensional space then it becomes natural to use a clustering algorithm, such as
k-means [1, 11] to identify the p distinct partitions. We are not aware of a theoretical result
guaranteeing that the obtained approximate solution will closely match the optimal discrete
solution, but in practice we often do obtain a good approximation.

4 Algorithm

The outline of the modularity clustering technique is described in Alg. 1.

Algorithm 1 Modularity Clustering

1: Let G = (V,E) be an input graph and A be its weighted adjacency matrix.
2: Let p be the number of desired clusters.
3: Set the modularity matrix B = A� 1

2!vv
T .

4: Find p largest eigenpairs BU = U⌃, where ⌃ = diag(�1, ...,�p).
5: Scale eigenvectors U by row or by column (optional).
6: Run clustering algorithm, such as k-means, on points defined by rows of U .

Notice that the general outline of the modularity clustering closely resembles the spectral
clustering in [13]. The main di↵erence is that in the former case we use the modularity matrix
B and find its largest eigenpairs, while in the latter case we use the Laplacian matrix L and find
its smallest eigenpairs. The properties of modularity and Laplacian matrices are also di↵erent,
requiring a di↵erent choice of eigenvalue problem solvers.

4
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MODULARITY MAXIMIZATION PIPELINE 
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PROFILING: MODULARITY CLUSTERING (EIGENPROBLEM)
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PROFILING 

The sparse matrix vector multiplication 
takes 90% of the time in the eigensolver 

 

 

The eigensolver takes 90% of the time 

 

 

 

Joe Eaton (NVIDIA, USA), Nahid Emad (Paris Saclay/UVSQ), Alexandre Fender (UVSQ / NVIDIA), 
Maxim Naumov (NVIDIA, USA), Serge Petiton (Cristal/MDLS, Lille U)
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BIG DATA ANALYSIS & HPC

• Exascale supercomputers would be available in near future: 
how we will program them? What programming paradigms 
we will use? èDistributed and parallel computing

• Parallel and Distributed algorithms are efficient if data is 
available at the right time at the right moment

• New frameworks, languages, compiler, schedulers, … based 
on their multilevel aspects

• New programming paradigms for this extreme 
computational and data sciences programming 
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Software & Hardware reusability 

PROGRAMING PARADIGM: COMPONENT APPROACH

Re-use of existing software 
elements such as libraries in 
the context of extreme scale 
computing 

Component approach
ü Interoperability 
ü Reusability
ü Durability
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Application design:  As a set of off-the shelf and communicating components



• Graph of very coarse grain components (data flow 
oriented SPMD, PGAS-like, data-parallelism) 
-limitation of communications to the cores 
allocated to such components
• A component can be itself a graph of tasks and 

can be descripted by SPMD PGAS-like model
-on each processor, we can program accelerators
-on each core multithreaded optimization can be 
used

Users have to be able to give expertise to 
middleware, runtime system & schedulers

PROGRAMING PARADIGM: GRAPH OF TASKS

YML: An adapted language and environment (http://yml.prism.uvsq.fr/)
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Out A Out B

Out CIn A,B,C

Large granularity 
distributed computation

Can be SPMD 
PGAS-like 
Model (XMP)

Application design:  As a dependency graph of components

T. DUFAUD’S TALK
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• Extremely efficient and powerful supercomputers (Exascale <202X>, 
Zetascale?, Yotascale? or quantum computers <204X>) : we have to 
be able to efficiently program them

• Intensive-Data Analytics and HPC convergence impose the design 
of new applications on those platforms (mixing computational science 
and data science) -> new applications in “news” domains

• New programming paradigms for this extreme computational and 
data sciences programming 

• Learning and intelligent algorithms 
• German-Japanese-French collaborations on these topics are important
• Consortium on such researches with a unique and independent board, 

and scientific committee, with an important financial support 
(international “true” review each year), and with industrial partners

• Fundamental researches have to be strongly supported
24F-J-G workshop

CONCLUDING REMARKS



TSUBAME 3.0 Tokyo Tech Real World Big-Data 
Computation Open Innovation Laboratory

This Giant AI Chip Is 
the Size of an iPad and 
Holds 1.2 Trillion 
Transistors

Nervana Inference and 
Training AI Cards

Satoshi Matsuoka’s Tak, RIKEN

Excellent performance of AI processors but continued need for 
development of more and more complex methods and algorithms

CONCLUDING REMARKS: AI PROCESSORS AND APPLICATIONS
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